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SUBMODULES OF SPECHT MODULES FOR WEYL GROUPS
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The construction of all irreducible modules of the symmetric groups over an arbitrary field which reduce to
Specht modules in the case of fields of characteristic zero is given by G. D. James. Halicioglu and Morris
describe a possible extension of James' work for Weyl groups in general, where Young tableux are interpreted
in terms of root systems. In this paper we show how to construct submodules of Specht modules for Weyl
groups.
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1. Introduction

The representation theory of the symmetric groups over fields of characteristic zero is
well developed and documented. The original approach was due to G. Frobenius and I.
Schur followed independently by A. Young. In the 1930's, W. Specht [8] presented an
alternative approach to give a full set of irreducible modules now called Specht modules.
In 1976, G. D. James, in a very important paper [6], introduced an easy and ingenious
construction of all the irreducible modules of the symmetric groups over an arbitrary
field which reduce to Specht modules in the case of characteristic zero. Al-Aamily,
Morris and Peel [1] showed how this construction could be extended to deal with the
Weyl groups of type Bn. In [7] Morris described a possible extension of James' work for
Weyl groups in general. An alternative and improved approach was described by the
present author and Morris [5]. Later on the present author [4] develop the theory and
show how a K-basis for Specht modules can be constructed in terms of standard
tabloids and introduce an algorithm which results a basis for a Specht modules for
Weyl groups in many cases. Recently, a possible extension of James' work for finite
reflection groups has been given in [3]. In this paper we further develop the theory and
show how to construct submodules of Specht modules for Weyl groups.

2. Notation and preliminary results

In this section we establish the notation and state preliminary results on Specht
modules for Weyl groups. The basic definitions and background material required here
may be found in [5].

2.1 Let V be /-dimensional Euclidean space over the real field R equipped with a
positive definite inner product (,). For aeV, oc#0, let xa be the reflection in the
hyperplane orthogonal to a, that is, TO is the linear transformation on V defined by
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for all veV. Let <I> be a root system in V and n be a simple system in <D with
corresponding positive system <D+ and negative system <D~. Then, the Weyl group of O
is the finite reflection group •W = if(<S>) which is generated by the za, a e<D.

If 4* is a subsystem of <D with simple system J c O + and Dynkin diagram A and let
*¥ = \Jr

i=1
x¥h where 4*, are the indecomposable components of T. Let J, be a simple

system in 4*,- (i= l,2,...,r) and J = {Jr
i=1Ji. Let 4*x be the largest subsystem in <D

orthogonal to 4* and let J i c O + be the simple system of 4*1. If V is a subsystem of <D
which is contained in O\4*, with simple system J'c<D+ and Dynkin diagram A',
4*' = (Ji=x 4*;, where 4*; are the indecomposable components of 4*' then let J\ be a
simple system in 4*; (i= 1,2, ...,s) and ./ '=lj;=i./; . Let 4*'1 be the largest subsystem in
<I> orthogonal to 41' and let J'LczQ>+ be the simple system of 4"1. If J stand for the
ordered set {Jl,Jt,...,Jr;J\,J'2,--.,^s}, where in addition the elements in each Jt and J\
are also ordered, then let YA = {wJ\wei(r}. The pair J={J,J'} is called a useful system
in <D if i T ( J ) m r ( J ' ) = <e> and Tr(Jx) m T ( J ' 1 ) = <e>. The elements of TA are called
A-tableaux, the J, and JJ are called the rows and the columns of {/, J'} respectively. Two
A-tableaux J and K are row-equivalent, written J~K, if there exists wei^(J) such that
K = wJ. The equivalence class which contains the A-tableau J is denoted by {7} and is
called a A-tabloid. Let TA be set of all A-tabloids. Then x^ = {{dJ}\deD^,}, where
DH, = {weW\ w(y)ed>+ /or a// 7'eJ} is a distinguished set of coset representatives of
TT(VF) in Or. The group TT acts on TA as CT{W7} = {CTVV7} for all CTETT. Let K be
arbitrary field, let MA be the K-space whose basis elements are the A-tabloids. Extend
the action of iV on TA linearly on MA, then MA becomes a K^"-module. Let

Kj-= Z s(<J)f f

where s(cr) = (—1)'(<T> is the sign function and /(a) is the length of a. Then e} r is called
the generalized A-polytabloid associated with J. Let SJJ' be the subspace of MA

generated by ev}<v,r where w&iV. Then SJ>-/ is called a generalized Specht module. A
useful system {./,./'} in O is called a good system if d4*n4" = 0 for deDv then {dJ}
appears with non-zero coefficient in ej j . . If {./,./'} is a good system, then SJJ is
irreducible, [5].

2.2 Let 4* be a subsystem of <D with simple J. If jV{y¥) = {weHr\w4' = 4'} and
Jr{J) = {wsHr\w{J) = J], then JV^V) = TT(7)K ^"(J), where x denotes semidirect pro-
duct [2].

3. Submodules of Specht modules for Weyl groups

In this section we show how to construct submodules of Specht modules for Weyl
groups. Detailed proofs are not always included as they are either given or modifica-
tions of those in the earlier paper [5].
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Let J be the ordered set {JuJ2,...,Jr;J'l,J'2,...,J's}, satisfying (2.1) and let

Now we can give our principal definition.

Definition 3.1. Let *P and V be subsystems of <D with simple systems J and J'
respectively such that M»'s<D\»p and Jc<t>+,J'<=<t>+. The pair {J,J'} is called a useful
sub-system in <D if JTi^f) n TT(4") = <c> and W(Vl) n -W(WL) = <e>.

Remark 1. If {J, J'} is a useful sub-system in <I> then {J,J'} is a useful system in <D.
If JV(J)= <e>, then the converse is true.

Definition 3.2. Let {J, J'} be a useful sub-system in <1>. Then the elements of TA are
called A-tableaux.

Definition 3.3. Two A-tableaux J and K are row-equivalent, written J~K, if there
exists w e Jf(*¥) such that K = wJ. The equivalence class which contains the A-tableau J
is {J} and is called a A*-tabloid.

Let TA. be the set of all A*-tabloids. It is clear that the number of distinct elements in
TA. is [Tr:X(4*)] and if Ev is the set of left coset representatives of >"(*F) in W, then we
have

We note that since W(*¥) is a subgroup of JV(*¥), then EV^DV and if J={J; J'}, then
d J c O + but dJ' need not be a subset of <D+.

We now give an example to show how to construct a A*-tabloid. In this example and
later examples we use the following notation. If n = {a1 )a2 , . . . ,an} is a simple system in
<D and ae<D, then a = ^ = 1 a , a , , where a ,eZ. From now on a is denoted by aiO2...aH

and Tai,Ta2,...,Taii are denoted by xux2,...,xn respectively.

Example 3.4. Let O = A3 with simple system 7t = {a1 = e1 —e2,a2=£2 —£3>«3 = £3—^}-
Let 4' = 2A1 be the subsystem of O with simple system J = {100,001}. Let T ' = A, be the
subsystem of <D which is contained in Q>y¥, with simple system J ' = {110}. Since
>-(»P)nir(4 ' ' ) = <e> and W^V1) m r ( 4 " x ) = <e>, then {J,J'} is a useful sub-system
in <D.

Then TA. contains the A*-tabloids;

{J} ={100,001; 110}

{x2J} ={110,011; 100}

{,T1T2J} =
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The group iV acts on TA. according to

o{wJ} = {owJ} for all

This action is easily seen to be well defined.
Now let K be an arbitrary field and let M* be the K-space whose basis elements are

the A*-tabloids. Extend the action of W on TJ linearly on MT, then MT becomes a
K ̂ "-module. Then the K^"-module MT is a cyclic Kif-module generated by any one
tabloid and d\mKMr = lT^:J^(V)']. Since EV^DV, then Mv is a /CiT-submodule of MA.

Now we proceed to consider the possibility of constructing a K ̂ "-module which
corresponds to the Specht module in the case of symmetric groups. In order to do this
we need to define a A*-polytabloid.

Definition 3.5. Let {J,J'} be a useful sub-system in <I>. Let

Kj= Yu s(a)a and ejj=Kj-{J}

where s is the sign function. Then_ey r is called the generalized A*'-poly'tabloid.
If we#", then wej>r = KKj\wJ} = ewJ wJ-. Hence, if S*"*' is the subspace of M*

generated by ewJwJ. where weW, then S*"1" is a /CT^-submodule of MT and SAA, which
is called a submodule of generalized Specht module. The KT^"-module S*'r is a cyclic
submodule generated by any A*-polytabloid.

The submodule of Specht module is spanned by the ewJ wr for all weW. But it is
easy to show that Svv' is generated by edJdJ., where dsD^. Now we can give the
following lemma.

Lemma 3.6. Let {J,J'} be a useful sub-system in <D and let deEy. If {dJ} appears in
e} j . then it appears only once.

Proof. If a, o'eWCV') and suppose that a = dw, a'=dw' where w,w'e./rOP). Then
d = ow-1 = (j'w^1 and a'-1o = w'-1weJf(*¥) n # ( f ) = <e>. Hence we have w = w' and
a = a'. Then {dJ} appears in e]r only once. •

Corollary 3.7. If{J,J'} is a useful sub-system in <D, then et r #0.

Proof. By Lemma 3.6 if {cJ} appears in ej r then all the {aJ} are different, where
oeiT(ir). But {{ff7}|<7eiT(»P')} is a linearly'independent subset of {{dl}\deEv}. If
eJtJ. = 0 then s(a) = (-l)IM = 0 for all aeW(W). This is a contradiction and so e,,.r#0.

•
Remark 2. In [5] the present author and Morris defined a useful system as a pair

{J,J'} such that nrpP) n TT(M") = <e> and ir(«P-1-)m^(«P'1) = <e>. However Lemma
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3.6 and the following lemma show that in this setting the condition
n 1 (̂4*') = <e> in our definition of a useful sub-system is necessary.

Lemma 3.8. / / there exists w e JVCV) n 1 (̂*P') such that w has order 2, and s(w) = - 1
then ej y = 0.

Proof. See Lemma 3.14 [5]. •

Example 3.9. Let O = G2 and 7r = {a1=e1— £2,a2 = — 2£1 + e2 + e3}. Let 4* = A, be the
subsystem of <D with simple system J = {a,} and let IP' = A2 be the subsystem of <1> with
simple system J' = {a2,3a1+a2}. Thus we have TT(4') = {e,T1} and W{%¥') =
{e,T2,T1T2Tl,x2Tlx2Tl,zl-c2x1T:2,T2T1z2-clT2}, JTi^f) = {e,T,,T2T,T2T,T2)x 2T ^ 2x ̂  2x i}. Then
T f ( 4 ' ) n r ( r ) = <e), but w = T2T1T2T1t2e./l'TF)nir(«P') and eA/- = 0.

If {J,J\} and {J,y2} are useful sub-systems in <D and T ^ b ^ , then S9-^ is a
Xi^-submodule of S*"1"1, where J't and J2 are simple systems for ^ and *F'2
respectively.

Now we consider under what conditions S*1*1 is irreducible.

Lemma 3.10. Let {J,f} be a useful sub-system in <D and let deE?. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) {dJ} appears with non-zero coefficient in e}r;

(ii) there exists aei^^V'} such that a{J} = {dJ);

(iii) there exists pe^^V} and aeW^'} such that d-ap.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.18 [5]. •

Lemma 3.11. Let {J,J'} be a useful sub-system in <D and let deEv. If {dJ} appears in
ej,r then dV n 4 " = 0.

Proof. Let aerf*F. If {dJ} appears in e, r then by Lemma 3.10 d=ap, where
<r61^(4") and peJr^V). Then aeopV. Since peJ/'^V), then aeaV and ( j - ' a e * . But
4» n 4" = 0, then a " ' a ̂  «P'. Since a e TT(V), CT4»' = H" then a # V. D

Lemma_3.12. Let {J,J'} be a useful sub-system in <D and let deEv. Let dW
Then Kr{dJ) =0.

Proof. I f ^ n W O then let a e </*P n V and so TX e ̂ (dW) n TT(4"). Thus

Since {c,Ta} is a subgroup of T̂ "(*P') then we can select coset representatives
a1,<T2,CT3,...,CTJ for {C.TJ in W(*¥') such that
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}0. D

The converse of Lemma 3.11 is not true in general, which leads to the following
definition.

Definition 3.13. A useful_sub-system {J,J'} in <D is called a good sub-system if
d*P n *F' = 0 for deEv then {dJ} appears with non-zero coefficient in e3r.

Lemma 3.14. Let {J,J'} be a good sub-system in <t> and let deEv.

(i) If {dJ} does not appear in e} r then Kj{dJ}=0.
(ii) If {dJ} appears in e} r then there exists asiV^V') such that

Proof. See Lemma 3.22 [5]. •

By the previous lemma if MT, then Krm is a multiple of e}<r.
We now define a bilinear form <,> on Af by setting

otherwise.

This is a symmetric, non-singular, T^-invariant bilinear form on M*.
Now we can give James' submodule theorem in this new setting.

Theorem 3.15. Let {J,J'} be a good sub-system in <D. Let U be a submodule of M*.
Then either S*-VQU or [/cS"""1, where S*-*'1 is the complement of S*-4" in Mv.

Proof. See Theorem 3.24 [5]. •

We can now prove our principal result.

Theorem 3.16. Let {J,J'} be a good sub-system in <t». The KiT-module

is zero or irreducible.

Proof. If U is a submodule of S*"1" then U is a submodule of Af and by Theorem
3.15 either ^ " " s l / in which case U = S*T'<= ST-*"1 and UsS*-*nS*-T\ which com-
pletes the proof. •
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Remark 3. Since £ T ^ D r , if {J,J'} is a useful sub-system and SAA' is irreducible,
then Sr1" is irreducible.

In [5], we see that not all the irreducible modules for T^(D4) are obtained by
considering subsystems of root systems. In order to obtain additional irreducible
character, we define extended subsystems of root systems. It is shown that the
irreducible character i\i of degree 6 is obtained by considering T^(G 2 ) as Steinberg
subgroup of THD4).

In the following example we show how the irreducible character Xu of degree 6 can
be obtained by considering a good sub-system and how a good sub-system may be
constructed in the Weyl group of type D4.

Example 3.17. Let <D = D4 with simple system

The representatives of conjugate classes and the character table of W(D4) and the
non-conjugate subsystems of D4 have been given in [5].

Let T = A'3 be the subsystem of D4 with J = {1000,0100,0001}. Let T' = A, be the
subsystem of <l> which is contained in <1>\¥, with simple system J' = {1110}. Then
^(4 ' ) = ir(B3) and since jr{*¥) n iT(V) = <e> and iT"(¥x) n iTW1) = <e>, then {J,J'}
is a useful sub-system in <D. Then TA. contains the AMabloids;

{J} ={1000,0100,0001; 1110}

{T3J} ={1000,0110,0001; 1100}

{T2T3J} ={1100,0010,0101; 1000}

{T,T2T3J} = {0100,0010,1101; -1000}.

For d = e,xlt2xi we have d*Fn ¥ ' = 0. Since

then {J,J'} is a good sub-system in <I>.
Now let K be a field with Char/C=0. Let MT be X-space whose basis elements are

the A*-tabloids. Let S**' be the corresponding /CT^"-submodule of MT, then by
definition of the submodule of Specht module we have

S • =

where
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Let T be the matrix representation of W afforded by S**' with character \p and let
be the representative of the conjugate class C4 as in [5]. Then

Thus we have

By a similar calculation to the above it can be showed that i// = X9- Now let ¥ = A2 be
the subsystem of D4 with J = {1000,0100}. Let *F' = A2 be the subsystem of <D which is
contained in <t>\*P, with simple system J' = {0001,0110}. Then JV^V) = W{G1), the
corresponding character of "W afforded by S**' is Xi2-
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